Beyond Parallel

COMING OF AGE ROMANCE SET IN
THE STYLE OF SLIDING DOORSNEW
ADULT CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
WITH A TWIST...ONE BOY. ONE GIRL.
ONE INSIGNIFICANT MOMENT THAT
CHANGES THEIR LIVES FOREVER
Bella and Clark are two young
twenty-somethings, finding themselves in a
chaotic and crazy world. One craves love;
the other avoids it. Will they find one
another, or will a single what-if moment
mean they never meet? BEYOND
PARALLEL is a contemporary new adult
novel about lifes defining what if moments.
In the same mould as the movie, Sliding
Doors, this Coming of Age Romance flips
between two parallel tales. One follows
Bella and Clark as a couple, tackling new
careers, small town living, and the prospect
of marriage, kids, and mother in laws In the
other parallel they never meet, flipping
between Sydney and New York, young
professional adventures, and cool hipster
hangouts. Set over a fast paced and crazy
two years, this contemporary new adult
journey demonstrates how a small,
everyday decision can affect how you look,
where you live, the people you love, and
the person you become. We could all live a
billion lives but are only given one. Is life
a game of chance, or are Bella and Clark
meant
to
be?________________________________
___________________________________
_______ Hi, Im Matthew, and Im a British
writer who likes to practice the craft of
New Adult and Coming of Age Romance.
One day I decided to create Beyond
Parallel - my first ever novel, and a coming
of romance that helped me come-of-age
myself. After a difficult breakup I turned to
writing to ease my pain. I considered life
and how different it could be had I said yes
instead of no. I now realise how many what
if moments I face each day, and after
reading this book I hope you do, too. I love
the New Adult Contemporary Romance
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style because it focusses on gritty
characters leading grittier lives. Its about
REAL relationships, between REAL new
adults, leading confused livelihoods and
figuring life out. Bella & Clark are two
characters much like you and me. Theyre
confused. They could become anyone they
wish. But they face decisions each day
thatll define the rest of their lives. This is a
gritty coming of age romance, and Im
proud to call it my first novel. I hope you
enjoy
it._________________________________
___________________________________
________ Matthew Turner is a coming of
age romance author who lives in Yorkshire
with his son. As well as BEYOND
PARALLEL, Matthew writes other new
adult contemporary romance novels,
including TICK to the TOCK. Discover
more, including how you can be part of
Matthews journey at: amzn.to/OBapAQ
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